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PRESS RELEASE – FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Arena-flow 7.4 is available now 
 
Albuquerque, NM – January 4, 2013 
 
Arena-flow LLC, the creators of the Arena-flow Sand 
Core Engineering technology, announces the release 
of the newest Arena-flow software version, 7.4.  
Arena-flow 7.4 has been distributed to existing 
licensees in Q4, 2012 and is now available for all 
customers worldwide.   

 
Arena-flow 7.4 contains many analysis and ease-of-use enhancements, which enable designers and 
engineers to gain more insight into core-making behavior than ever before.  At the same time, the new 
ease-of-use features take much of the workload off the user and put that onto the software instead, 
thereby reducing the time-required to get real answers to time-critical, core-making and tooling-design 
questions.   Sample improvements include: 

 Extensive improvements to simulation setup capabilities.  As cores get more integrated and 
complex, Arena-flow 7.4’s grid customization, visualization and simple model display options can 
cut model setup time in half. 

 Fast-response graphics.  The Graphical User Interface (GUI) has been redesigned for fast-
response in both pre- and post-processing, further improving user efficiency. 

 Cold-box curing enhancements.  Arena-flow 7.4 contains options for both amine- and SO2-cured 
cores, as well as options to tune the curing speed to account for a particular core-making 
machine’s behavior. 

 New models and data output.  Features such as “color sand by blow tube” enable simple 
visualization of sand flow, providing new insight into pesky core-filling defects. 

 Additional licensing options.  Everything from Arena-flow 7.4’s optional network licensing 
framework to simple calculation setup capabilities are designed to maximize user convenience 
and efficiency. 

 
“The industry is finally coming to terms with the importance of cores and molds,” said Peter Blaser, a 
Senior Engineer with Arena-flow.  “In the last year we’ve seen leading metal-flow and solidification 
software packages release core-making add-ons to fluid flow codes.  With Arena-flow 7.4 we didn’t need 
to reinvent the wheel – the simulation capability of Arena-flow for core blowing and shooting is well-
validated – we simply took that mature technology and enabled our customers to get much more out of 
their investment, faster.” 
 
About Arena-flow-LLC:  Arena-flow is an Albuquerque, NM based company which offers sand core 
engineering solutions customized to meet your needs.  Whether you’d like to eliminate scrap, increase 
productivity, minimize capital costs, reduce consumable usage or optimize an entire core package, our 
experienced engineers can help you meet your unique objectives.  The Arena-flow Sand Core Engineering 
technology can be utilized via software licensing or engineering services.  Arena-flow’s clients include 
leading automotive and heavy machinery OEMs, foundries and tooling vendors in North and South 
America, Europe and Asia.      
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